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Application
The machine can be used for the full automation production of household and medical
disposable face mask.

Machine introduction
The full auto 3 in 1 face mask machine is used for the automatic production of disposable 3 ply
medical face masks. It could realize raw material infeeding, folding and forming, nose wire
infeeding, mask forming/cutting, earloop infeeding/welding, finished product outfeeding, etc.,
which cover the whole production process. The down stream auto packing system includes mask
sorting, case packing, palletizing and so on, making use of industrial robots, instead of workforce,
to improve production efficiency.

Machine Features
1. Automatic aligning and infeeding of the three raw material rolls: water proof layer, filter layer,
and absorbent layer. Continuous ultrasonic edge pressing for mask forming. After cutting, the
formed masks flow to two separate work unit for earloop welding. The machine can automatic
count mask quantity at end of the line.
2. The design is featured with 3 in 1 structure, i.e. one mask making machine to connect with
two earloop welding units.
3. The machine is designed to achieve automation nose wire infeeding/cutting and ultrasonic
welding.

Full Auto Disposable Face Mask Making Machine
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1 Technical information 
 

Full Auto Disposable Face Mask Making Machine  

1.1 Application  

The machine can be used for the full automation production of household and medical 
disposable face mask.  

Machine introduction The full auto 3 in 1 face mask machine is used for the automatic 
production of disposable 3 ply medical face masks. It could realize raw material infeeding, 
folding and forming, nose wire infeeding, mask forming/cutting, earloop infeeding/welding, 
finished product outfeeding, etc., which cover the whole production process. The down stream 
auto packing system includes mask sorting, case packing, palletizing and so on, making use of 
industrial robots, instead of workforce, to improve production efficiency.  

1.2 Machine Features  

1. Automatic aligning and infeeding of the three raw material rolls: water proof layer, filter layer, 
and absorbent layer. Continuous ultrasonic edge pressing for mask forming. After cutting, the 
formed masks flow to two separate work unit for earloop welding. The machine can automatic 
count mask quantity at end of the line.  

2. The design is featured with 3 in 1 structure, i.e. one mask making machine to connect with 
two earloop welding units.  

3. The machine is designed to achieve automation nose wire infeeding/cutting and ultrasonic 
welding.  

4. High speed production, daily turnout as high as 160,000 pcs.  

Full auto 3 in 1 face mask making machine 
Applicable mask type Disposable medical mask Disposable surgical mask 
Production efficiency 90-110 pcs/min 
Applicable raw 
material PP nonwoven composite fiber 

Mask layers 3 layers 
Production method Ultrasonic welding 
Display monitor 7 inch LCD 
Pressure 0.6 MPa 
Power 10Kw 
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Electricity 220v/50Hz 
Machine size 7100mm * 3000mm * 780mm 

Optional devices 

1. Defects inspection and kick-out unit 2. automatic disinfect unit 3. dust-free clean 
unit 

4. auto bagging unit 

Machine diagram and dimension  

 

 

 

4. High speed production, daily turnout as high as 160,000 pcs.

Full auto 3 in 1 face mask making machine
Applicable mask type

Production efficiency 90-110 pcs/min
Applicable raw material PP nonwoven composite fiber
Mask layers 3 layers
Production method Ultrasonic welding
Display monitor 7 inch LCD
Pressure 0.6 MPa
Power 10Kw
Electricity 220v/50Hz
Machine size 7100mm * 3000mm * 780mm
Optional devices 1. Defects inspection and kick-out unit 2.

automatic disinfect unit 3. dust-free clean unit
4. auto bagging unit

Machine diagram and dimension

Disposab le med ica l mask & 
Disposable surgical mask 

Machine installation dimension
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* Remarks 

Performance levels are influenced by factors out of the control of the machine supplier, such as the fibre and blends selections, the 

environmental conditions (humidity, temperature …), the experience, training and skill of the operators, and correct settings for each 

product.   

All information is given in metric units.  

All pictures and schematics included in the present document are not contractual and are used for illustration purpose only. 
 
 
2 Technical & limit of supplies  
 

2.1 Installation and commissioning (Included) 
The installation and commissioning are supervised by DLSIndustrie Field engineer for 10 man-days/each 
machine.  
Performance provided by customer:  

- Local qualified staff as per DLSI Field engineer recommendations. 
- Necessary tools to support the whole installation and commissioning. 
 

2.2 Items to be supplied by customer 
Unless written specifications, following equipment’s and components are not included in the seller’s 
supply: 
 
- All foundations work and building utilities 
- Supply of compressed air included pipes and connection items. 
- Air treatment system for inside the building. 
- The power distribution to individual electric cabinets. 
- New Controls and New power cables (if needed), connections, extra equipment’s for wattles, 

harmonics filters and channels and wiring between cabinets to each motors and instrumentation 
as per electrical specifications. 

- Air conditioning for electrical room. 
- Necessary tools, crane to unloading and lifting equipment in the factory. 
- All manpower needed to install the equipment at customer site. Local staff should be able to to 

support all mechanical and all electrical jobs during the full installation and commissioning period 
as per field engineer’s needs.   

- Any spare parts. 
- Any new access platform and ladders. 
- All additional equipment not expressly indicated in above list. 
 
 

Machine installation dimension
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3 Commercial part 
 

3.1 Price and Condition 
 

Full auto Chirurgical mask machine_EXW 112.000 € 

Packing and Loaded into containers. Included 
 
Services 

 
Based upon our General Conditions for DLSI Services, the supervision of erection and 
commissioning for onsite work have to be understood as follows: 
 
§ Time is counted from the day of arrival to site up to the day of leaving the site, i.e. in 

calendar days 
§ Normal working time of 9 hours per day from Monday to Saturday 

 
On site mechanical re-assembling supervision for 05 man working days Included 

Commissioning & Customer production assistance for 05 man working days Included 

Travel costs and living expenses Included 

Lunch expenses, local transportation, access to the Buyer site, and pocket 
money Included 

 
For Foreign personnel:    780 EUR per calendar* man day: 
 (*) Calendar man day = all the monthly days included weekends and official holiday 
In case of extension of supervision services, due to DLSI’s responsibility, the related extra costs will be borne by 
DLSI. 
Should there be any extension of the total supervision manning, due to reasons beyond DLSI’s control or on Buyer’s 
request the related extra costs will be borne and paid by the Buyer at the following calendar day rates: to define. 

 
 

3.2 Terms of payment 
 

1st installment 100 % Down Payment (DP) due at contract order date, subject to the 
receipt invoice from supplier. 

   

COMING INTO FORCE OF THE SELLING CONTRACT 
 

The Contract will come into Force when all of the following conditions will be achieved: 

Signed Order Reception; 
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Down payment Reception. 

VALIDITY OF THE OFFER 
This document is understood to be a non-binding commercial proposal. 

DELIVERY TIME 
 

          
   

INDIRECT AND/OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES 
 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Contract, DLSI shall not be liable to the Purchaser for any 
indirect or consequential loss or damage as well as loss or profit, loss of revenue, loss of use, loss of 
production, loss of contract or loss of business opportunity, whatever the cause and irrespective of the 
legal basis for any claim arising under the Contract. 

The Buyer shall require its insurers to waive all rights of recourse against the DLSI with respect to the 
above exclusion of liability. 

                      S.DLOUHY 
              General Manager   

  

The equipment will be ready for delivery at the workshop approximately two (2) months after signed 
order and down payment reception.


